The Use of Technologies to Promote Motivation to Learn Languages

An invitation to all parents from the Australian Association of French English Bilingual Schools

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8th at 5pm
at Telopea Park School Secondary Library in Canberra

Nowadays, learning languages is a tool for success and many international schools have understood the importance, hence proposing many different programs. With the new technologies more and more present in our daily lives, the questions that arise are: How can technologies help my child to learn better, more efficiently and with an enhance motivation? And how can I help my child to sustain is motivation to learn while educating him to use technologies properly? To be able to answer those questions, I invite you to better understand the problematic surrounding the use of technologies at home and in schools, as well as the concept of motivation to learn. We will also expose some research results on the effects of technologies on language learning and on school motivation. Finally, on a more practical note, we will explore together different useful language applications for mobile devices and computers. By the end of our evening you will be able to fix yourself goals as parents on how to better help your child at school and educate him/her to use technologies in an healthy way. C’est un rendez-vous ! Soyez-y !

Emmanuel Bernet, Ph.D.
Primary School Teacher, French School of Singapore
Educational psychologist and Reasercher, CRIFPE